Tapping Into Private Finance for More Resilient Water Systems

Brazil has 12 percent of the surface freshwater available globally and is one of the wealthiest in water resources, but access to water and sewage services is limited and the water supply faces continuous risks. Through an advisory work and a green loan, IFC is helping Corsan reduce water losses and improve energy efficiency in the country.

Central America

Create Markets Joining Forces with CABEI to Promote Private Participation in the Development of the Region

Disruptive Technologies Supporting Startups in Latin America with Up to $3 Million Financing in Carao Ventures’ New Fund

Brazil

Climate Supporting Sustainable Cotton Production in the Country Through $209.5 Million Loan to AMAGGI

Climate Supporting Green Investments in the Agribusiness Sector with $100 Million Financing to São Martinho

Fiscal Year Results Helping the Country Tackle the Pandemic with Record Lending in Fiscal Year 2021

Central America Fiscal Year Results Over $1.008 Billion Invested Last Fiscal Year to Support Private Sector in Central America

Mexico Infrastructure Supporting the Construction of a Photovoltaic Plant in Mexico Through a $44.1 Million Financing to X-ELIO

Southern Cone Climate Supporting Manufacturing Capacity in Argentina Following Highest Green Standards Through $40 Million Financing to NSG Group

Caribbean Women Fight Through the Challenge of COVID-19

Women leaders from the Caribbean are guiding and managing crisis relief and recovery efforts in their respective countries, while continue to strive for gender equality in times of pandemic.

Digitalization in Higher Education, an Imperative and an Opportunity for Central America

Technology has been redefining jobs and professions for decades, and the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need to reflect and act on higher education in the digital sphere. We can transform operation and academic practices to meet new demands and prepare young people to keep them competitive and attractive in the job market.

Partnerships Need Shared Vision, Purpose

“Partnerships need shared vision, purpose” IFC’s long-term partner Davivienda bank has a successful business model that promotes the development of the countries where it operates. In this interview, the bank’s President, Efraín Forero Fonseca, speaks about the importance of partnerships in spurring more private sector investment.

Agribusinesses Will Play a Vital Role in Sustainable Economic Recovery

IFC Senior Investment Officer Alicia Ferrer shares the details of the recent $80 million green loan granted by IFC to the Latin American Agribusiness Development Corporation (LAAD) to support SMEs and agribusiness development in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Careers with IMPACT

Join our team of professionals working in LAC and around the world to support private sector development. These are the current job opportunities at IFC:

- Senior Operations Officer – Bogota, Colombia
- Environmental and Social Development Specialist – São Paulo, Brazil
- Investment Analyst – Mexico City, Mexico
- International Environmental Consultant – Bogota, Colombia
- Consultant – São Paulo, Brazil
- Consultant – Mexico City, Mexico

Follow us on social media

For news and stories from IFC LAC, visit www.ifc.org/lac

Contact

lacsocialcomms@ifc.org
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